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CHARACTERS

THALES OF MILETUS, in vigorous middle-age
ELIA, an attractive young woman, servant to Thales
THALIA, a formidable woman of a certain age
XEPPO, a handsome young man, a foreigner
PAKTES, a gambler (may be doubled with Kleftos)
KLEFTOS, a shady merchant

SETTING

Miletus, a Greek city on what is now the coast of Turkey, in the sixth century BC. It is early
morning, in a public square.



(AT RISE: No one is about. All that can be
seen is the stone rim of a well. ELIA enters,
calling in exasperation.)

ELIA

Thales? Thales! Thales? Speak to me!

THALES

(Voice from the well, until further notice)
Elia?

(ELIA rushes to the well.)
ELIA

I should have known! Why can’t you watch where you’re going?

THALES

Was watching! My stars! My constellation!

ELIA

I’ve been up all night, trying every taverna in Miletus.

THALES

Same here.

(PAKTES enters, in a hurry.)
PAKTES

Man called Thales? Need him.

ELIA

Lots of people do.

PAKTES

Debts to settle. Business.

ELIA

Debts?

PAKTES

Know him?

ELIA

Who in Miletus doesn’t? A great Sage and doer of great deeds. He changed the course of the
River Halys. He maps the stars. Thales sees into the very nature of things. A great man and a
busy one—and very big in Egypt. Have you looked there?

PAKTES

Egypt? With the Nile?

ELIA

He’s famous up and down it.
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PAKTES

Skipped town?! Major crisis!

ELIA

Crisis?

PAKTES

Olives.

THALES

Hello?!

ELIA

An echo. (Calling into the well) Hello!

THALES

Hello? Hello?

ELIA

Miletus is a sleepy town. This is what we do for entertainment. (Calling into the well.)
Hello!

THALES

Elia?!

ELIA

(Dimuendo, like a fading echo) Elia! . . . Elia . . . Elia . . . We think it’s fun. And you are . . . ?

PAKTES

Paktes.

ELIA

I’ll mention you to Thales if I see him. But, in your shoes . . .

PAKTES

Egypt?

ELIA

There’s a boat to Alexandria today.

PAKTES

Outta here.

(PAKTES exits hastily. THALES struggles out
of the well.)

ELIA

What have you been up to?

THALES

I told you, my dear: looking at the stars—and thinking about my lectures. Must have tripped.
The night sky takes me back to childhood. Stars were all we had—stars and sheep. So
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beautiful, so inviting . . . The stars were pretty, too; the heavens have changed deplorably.
And whatever became of my Fluffy, my embraceable ewe?

ELIA

That stranger, called himself Paktes, was much too eager to find you.

THALES

(Pointing skyward)
When the stars come out tonight, my constellation will be right where I left it—just about
there.

ELIA

I know.

THALES

Always up.

ELIA

Right.

THALES

It was I—

ELIA

Yes.

THALES

—who taught Milesians how to navigate by the Little Bear.

ELIA

He was babbling like an oracle with the rent due: business, crisis, olives . . . debts.

THALES

In the old days, of course, constellations really were something—heroes and monsters and
gods, not just illuminated street signs. Did I mention that the heavens have gotten shabby?

ELIA

Do you know him?

THALES

I meet so many people. (Pause) Relentlessness is not attractive in a young woman.

ELIA

Evasiveness is not charming in an old man.

THALES

I think he was in the Goat and Strumpet last month, at a table full of foreigners—some of
whom may have assumed certain calculated financial risks.

ELIA

Placed bets?
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THALES

On a sure thing. Not that I was offering advice. But foreigners are odd. They misinterpret.
The concept of a Sage dispensing Wisdom turns out to be a Greek thing. Completely beyond
them. They couldn’t understand, for example, why they should buy the drinks.

ELIA

Barbarians! As if someone other than you could explain why the moon is bright.

THALES

I certainly think that’s worth a glass of retsina. But foreigners want everything to have a
payoff.

ELIA

Barbarians twice over! They dare to put a price on knowing the height of the Great Pyramid?
or why the Nile floods?

THALES

Elia, my dear, your head and heart are so firmly in their right places, it’s as if you were my
own child. But what a mother you’d have had. More beautiful than Fluffy, but so much less
agreeable. (Pause) I showed those barbarians a thing or two, a Sage in action. I proved by
indisputable astronomical calculations that this year’s weather would favor an abundant olive
crop—and pointed out its logical consequence, that someone who cared about money could
make bags of it by quietly buying every olive press in sight.

ELIA

Putting the screws to the farmers instead of the fruit.

THALES

I made an agricultural forecast. The barbarians decided that the pleasure of knowing wasn’t
enough. And I fear Milesians are becoming even worse, backsliding into superstition. Tell me
it’s not too late for my lecture tour to save them from themselves.

ELIA

Or push the eclipse thing out of their minds.

THALES

That, too. (He declaims.) “Fellow Milesians, honored guests, welcome to my discourse on
Nature and Reason . . . ”

(KLEFTOS rushes in.)
KLEFTOS

Wisest of men, I need your advice.

THALES

(To ELIA) Here’s a man who gets it. Do we have the flyers about Thalespalooza? (To
KLEFTOS) Thales of Miletus is at your service.

KLEFTOS

My money is gone.
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THALES

Stolen?

KLEFTOS

It might as well have been. I bought an olive press. Several. All I could get my hands on.

THALES

I don’t suppose you’re opening a chain of Greek restaurants?

KLEFTOS

I was swept up in the mania. People said that even you were.

ELIA

You were planning to screw the farmers.

KLEFTOS

Never! Unless I had to. People were crazy for the things—don’t ask me why. I wanted only to
resell at a profit and let someone else screw them. And I was about to unload my whole stock
on Thersites—when a weasel crossed our path.

ELIA

Serves you right.

THALES

You base financial decisions on the migratory patterns of small carnivores?

KLEFTOS

Don’t you know a bad omen when you see one?

THALES

My opinion of omens is low.

KLEFTOS

Well, I can’t afford the luxury of your opinions. A customer who believes in omens and sees a
bad one won’t buy. Ask Thersites. The weasel alone might not have spooked him. But goats
are mounting dogs; eagles fly past on the left.

ELIA

You saw them?

KLEFTOS

The news is everywhere. It’s knocked the bottom out of the market. Whoever provoked this
madness will be laughing up his sleeve—and rolling in gold. But I’ll find him and make him
pay. I’ll sue.

THALES

A Sage can’t sully himself with legal proceedings. You want my advice? Think again. Don’t
be so quick to sell.

KLEFTOS

Wait for someone dumber than Thersites? You’re a bold one.
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THALES

No! Wait for the harvest!

KLEFTOS

You call that advice? With a crisis on the way? Weasels in the road? Goats humping dogs? I
don’t suppose my warehouse is full of wine presses so valuable that you want to buy them? I
didn’t think so. Don’t send a bill for this “consultation” unless you want a malpractice suit.

(KLEFTOS exits.)
THALES

Are the bags packed? The lecture tour may have to be postponed.

ELIA

Where would we go? Persia?

THALES

They want the Halys River back. Half of it’s still in Lydia.

ELIA

Egypt?

THALES

Upset about the Pyramid.

ELIA

So their big thing isn’t as big as they thought. That’s a crisis? What is it with men?

THALES

What madness is consuming Miletus? Crises and omens and law suits!

ELIA

I can guess: A new interpreter of oracles has come to town. Bad omens are good business.

THALES

Those women are outrageous.

ELIA

A conclusion you always leap to: a fraud must be a female.

THALES

Poking about in entrails, dancing naked around fires, . . . (Pause) Which is how I first met
Thalia . . .

ELIA

I’m so glad I never met her. How could she have seduced you? How could you, of all men, be
spellbound by a priestess?

THALES

Not so loud. Every Sage was young once, but his youthful indiscretions are not for public
consumption. (Pause) Bodies used to be temples of the gods. And firelight did show Thalia’s
limbs to their very best advantage—golden, limber, ripe . . . very unfair to Fluffy.
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(XEPPO enters, disconsolate.)
ELIA

Speaking of heavenly bodies . . . Is this a dream? Or do you see it, too?

THALES

Appealing, I suppose, if you fancy the comely sort.

XEPPO

A well!

THALES

Perhaps a few straps short of a sandal.

XEPPO

Deep?

ELIA

Average, I suppose.

XEPPO

It will have to do.

(XEPPO prepares to throw himself in. ELIA

clutches him.)
ELIA

What do you think you’re doing?

THALES

It’s obvious: Leaping to a conclusion. Ha-ha!

XEPPO

My life is over.

THALES

Leaping . . . conclusion . . . ?

ELIA

It will be if you don’t get down.

THALES

Don’t exaggerate, Elia. It’s not that deep. Barely average. In fact, shallow. I ought to know.

XEPPO

You’re trying to trick me.

THALES

Then go for it. Call my bluff.

ELIA

(To THALES) Can you not be quiet?
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